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Abstract.
In this paper is presented a theory of unbounded
operators which admit spectral distributions. The compactness of
the support in the bounded case has been replaced by certain growth
conditions at infinity. Properties of these operators are studied,
including the existence of a Spectral Mapping Theorem.

Introduction. In [2], Foias introduced the class of bounded operators in
Banach spaces which in lieu of spectral measures admit spectral distributions. He proved certain basic properties of these "generalized scalars",
such as the Spectral Mapping Thorem. Further investigations of this class
of operators and of spectral distributions were made by various authors in

[1], [2], [4], [5], [6],1 [8], and [10].
In [5], the present author studied the class of generalized scalars with
real spectrum, which were called generalized pseudo-hermitian (g.p.h)
operators. These operators were characterized by the elementary condition
that the real exponential group generated by such an operator have polynomial growth in the uniform operator norm.2 In attempting to study
the spectral properties of the infinitesimal generators of C0-groups with
polynomial growth, the author has been led to consider unbounded
generalized scalar operators.
In this paper is presented a theory of unbounded spectral distributions
and of the unbounded generalized scalar operators which they represent.
The compactness of the support in the bounded case has been replaced by
certain growth conditions at infinity sufficient to insure that the definitions
are correct and the resulting class of operators well behaved, in that they
generalize both the bounded generalized scalars and the unbounded normal
operators in Hubert space. Some properties of the class are discussed,
culminating in a Spectral Mapping Theorem.

1. Basic definitions.
Definition 1. Let £ be a mapping from the space 2¿¡(R2)of complex
test functions into the space £C(X) of linear continuous operators on a
Received by the editors April 6, 1971.
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1 Also considers unbounded operators.
2 Cf. Theorem 2 of [10].
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Banach space A. (a) We say F strongly vanishes to power p at infinity for
a vector xeX if and only if TXPtl,x->-0
as cpeí&iR2) varies through a family
of test functions in such a manner that ||FJ| remains bounded, and

inf{|A| : Ae support <p}->co.
(b) If F strongly vanishes to power p at infinity for all xeX, we say T
strongly vanishes to power p at infinity.
Example. Let F be a spectral measure in Hubert space H, defined on
the Borel sets in the complex plane, and define a mapping T from 3>iR2)
into á?iH) by the formula
T„ = [<p dE

(1)

for <pe @lR2).

Here the integral is as defined in [4]. (Reference [7] provides some results
used in the manipulations that follow.) Then we have (a) F strongly vanishes to power 0 at infinity ; and (b) F strongly vanishes to power 1 at
infinity for all x in the domain DA of the operator A given by the formula

(2)

A = [l dE.
A-\>

We remark that equation (2) is the general form for an unbounded normal
operator in H.
Proof of (a).
(3)

\\Tvx\\2 = (\<p\2dpx

where pix is the measure (F(-)x, x). If 9? is a test function with support
disjoint from the ball Sr of radius r about the origin in R2, then

IlVf
(4)

=£, s M2dpx= (Jm2 dEx,EiR2\Sr)x^
=||£(K2\SAx||-|fM2d£x|
= pixiR2\sry(j\<p\idpxy.

Now J |?)|4i/^=||F^||2=||F2x:||2=||F()I||4
\\x\\2, and is hence bounded on
a set of cpfor which ||F9|| is bounded. Thus (4) implies that T strongly
vanishes to power 0 at infinity.
Proof of (b). If xeDA, then j |A|2dpx< co, so for supp q>nSr= 0,
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we have

ll^x||2 = í2

\M2W\2dpx

jR\Sr

= [j
(5)

\l\dEx,

/ /•

ú

L

\jR\Sr

jw\<p\2dEx\
xl/2

II -

||

m2dpx) ■\\\m\<p\*dEx\\
/

= (j^sm2dpxJ2-

\\J

II

j\<p\*dEy\,

where j=j" |A| 6?£a\ The second factor on the right side of (5) is bounded
on a set of y for which || 7^,|| is bounded, as above. Hence the fact that £
strongly vanishes to power 1 at infinity for x follows from the relation

S\M2dpx<œ.
Definition 2. Let T be an "integrable" distribution of operators in
R2; i.e., £ is a linear mapping from 2¿(R2) into ^(X) (X—Banach space)
which is continuous with respect to the topology inherited by S>(R2) from
the space âS0(R2) of C^-functions on R2 whose derivatives all vanish at
infinity (cf. [3, p. 91] for the topology of @0(R2)).
We say £ is an (unbounded) spectral distribution if and only if:

(a) T^TJ^Vqo^e^R2).
(b) £ strongly vanishes to power 0 at infinity.
(c) £is normalized; i.e., if <pe@)(R2)is identically 1 near the origin in
R2, and if cpn(X)=cp(l¡n) for all XeR2, then T^x-^x as n-»oo for all xeX.
We must show that property (c) is independent of the choice of the function <p. Let xp be another such function. Let r¡ = (p—y>, rjn = cpn—y)n. We
will show Tgnx—*0as «->oo for all xeX. Now inf{|A|:2esupp í?n}->-co as
h—»co, since r¡ vanishes near the origin in R2. Furthermore, {rjn} is a

bounded subset of the space ^0(£2), so that ||£,n|| remains bounded as
n—»-co.Since £ strongly vanishes to power 0 at infinity, we conclude

T„x-*Q.
We remark that every spectral distribution in the sense of Foias (cf.
[5] or [2]) satisfies Definition 2. Furthermore, the mapping £ of equation
(1) is a spectral distribution in the sense of Definition 2.
Definition 3. Let A be a mapping of a subset DA of X into X. A is
called an (unbounded) generalized scalar operator if and only if:
(a) There is a spectral distribution £ such that xeDA if and only if £
strongly vanishes to power 1 at infinity for x (and consequently TX(Pnx
converges, where <pnis as in Definition 2(c)) and
(b) Ax=limit Tx<Pnx
for all xeDA.
We then say "A admits the spectral distribution £".
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We must show that Definition 3 is independent of the choice of the
function cp.With y>,ipn, r¡, and r\n as before, let xeX. If F strongly vanishes
to power 1 at infinity for x, then || F^jc ||->-0 as «->co, so TXlfx and TXWnx

have the same limit.
Every generalized scalar in the sense of Foias satisfies Definition 3. The
operator of equation (2) is a generalized scalar in the sense of Definition 3.
Furthermore, there are operators in Hubert space which satisfy Definition
3 but are not normal, not even scalar in the sense of Dunford (cf. [5]).
2. The domain of a generalized scalar operator.
Theorem 1. Let A be a generalized scalar operator with spectral
distribution T. Then
(a) The domain DA of A is a linear manifold on which A is a linear
operator.
(b) Dn F>A"is dense in X; in fact, for all xeX and fe@iR2),
TvxeDAn and AnTy,x= TXnvx.

we have

(c) ATvx=Ty>Axfor all xeDA and ye^iR2).
id) DAn is the set of vectors for which T vanishes to power n at infinity.

Proof, (a) is clear.
(b) Since T is normalized, the set {Tvx\xeX, y>eS>iR2)}is dense. We
prove TvxeDA„ and AnTvx=Tx»vx by induction on n: assuming the n— 1
case, let rje^iR2), supp r¡ disjoint from supp ip. Then Tk„An~1Tvx=
TXnTXn-iyX=TXnwx=0, so F vanishes to power 1 at infinity for An~1Tvx.
Thus TvxeDA„. And for {q>m}as in Definition 2(c),
AnTvx = lim TXVmTXn-iwx= lim F¿>mV,x = Tx^x.
m

m

(c) TvAx=limm TwTx<Pmx=limm TXvt/>mx=TXvx=ATwx.
(d) Let xeDA„. For f¡eS>iR2), we have T^An~1x=TXnnx, so the vanish-

ing of F to power 1 at infinity for An~1x implies F vanishes to power n at
infinity for x.
Let J5" be a set of test functions on which F is bounded. Let ^e^0(A2)
be such that y(A)=l/A for |A|>1. Then for xeAand r¡e^, we have

\\T^x\\ = lim \\TVWmx\\= ||x|| • sup ||FJ • sup ||FWJ.
But since {fcpm} is á?0(A2)-bounded, supm||FwJ|
is finite. Thus Fis
bounded on {tpn\r\e3'}. Together with the relation TXn-in=TXnm for

supp r¡r\S1= 0, this implies that T vanishes to power «—1 at infinity
for x if T vanishes to power n at infinity for x. The remaining half of statement (d) can thus be proved by induction on n using the relation TXnAn~1x=
TXnnxfor xeDAn-i.
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Theorem 2.
operator.

If A is a generalized scalar operator, then A is a closed

Proof.
Let xmeDA, xm ^ x, Axm -*y. We first show that £ strongly
vanishes to power 1 at infinity for x. Let xprun through a set of test functions for which ||£ || remains bounded and inf{|A| :Aesupp y>}->-oo.Given
£>0, choose m0 such that m^.m0 implies \\Axm—y\\ ^e/3M, where M is a
bound for || rv||. Let rm be a positive number (for each m) chosen such that
supp ipC\STm= 0 implies that || TXvxm\\^e/3.

Let xpbe such that supp xpC\

Sr = 0 , and let m>m0. Then
\\TlvxJ

Ú \\T,vxmo\\ + \\TXy!(xm- xmß
^£/3

+ \\Tlv(xm-

xmß

= e/3 + \\TvA(xm - xmo)\\

^ e¡3 + M \\Axm - Axmo\\ ^ s.
Letting m->co, we get \\TXiex\\^e for supp Wn^rm =0 ■Thus £ strongly
vanishes to power 1 at infinity for x.
With <pn again as in Definition 2(c), Theorem 1(b) and (c) imply
Txvnxm= TfAxm. Taking the limit as m^ co, we get Tk<px=\imitmTvAxm=

Tv y. Taking the limit of this relation as «—>-oc,we get limit,, TXvx=y.
Hence xeDA and Ax=y. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Corollary.

If A is a generalized scalar operator, then the spectrum

a(A) of A is a closed subset of R2.

This follows from Theorem 2 and from Theorem 1 of [9, p. 211].
3. The Spectral Mapping Theorem.
Theorem 3. Let T be a spectral distribution, and xpe@i(R2). Then (a)
T is a (bounded) generalized scalar operator; and
(b) cr(£v.)crcl(v>(supp£)).

Proof of (a).

For r¡eí2>(R2), define a function fj by the formula

r¡(X) m r¡(y,(X))- r¡(0).

Then f¡e2(R2). Define a mapping S:9(R2)^£i'(X)

by

S, = Tn + r¡(0)I.
Then clearly S is linear, and continuous with respect to the ^^(R2)
topology of 3¡(R2). If cpnis as in Definition 2(c), if« is large enough so
that 9>„=1 near supp xp, and if r¡e!2>(R2), then r¡(pn=f¡, so that for every
xeX we have
Snx = T,-mx + ï](Ç>)Ix= limit (£;„n + y^T^x
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Now if both m and n are large enough so that cpnand cpmare identically 1
near supp ip, then for r¡u r]2e^iR2) we have

Taking the limit as m->oo, we get
-'t<1iiíí>o<p]?V* =

J lni°V>)<P„^>!2X-

Taking the limit as n^-co, we get S^tx=Sv
S^x.
We will show that supp Scclij^supp
T)), a compact set. If rje^iR2),
supp ??ncl(^(supp T))=0,
then »70^=0 near supp T, so S^x=
limit„ T^y))<t>nx=0 for all xeX. Since 5e has compact support, Sxx=
limit„ T{Uv)Vix=x for all xeX. Thus S is a spectral distribution in the
sense of Foias. Furthermore,
Sxx=limitnTUoV)Vnx=Tvx
for all xeX.
Thus Tv is a generalized scalar in the sense of Foias with spectral distri-

bution S.
Proof of (b).

By Foias' Spectral Mapping Theorem (Proposition 1(ii)
of [2]), we have <r(Fv.)= supp S^cl^ísupp
F)).
Theorem 4 (Spectral Mapping Theorem). If A is a generalized scalar
operator with spectral distribution T, then a(/l) = supp F.
We prove this theorem in two steps:
(a) cr(A)c:supp T.
(b) If the resolvent set piA) of A is nonempty, then o-(A)= supp T.
Proof of (a). Assume A0^supp F. Let q>nbe as in Definition 2(c).
Then there is a function % from the space á?(/?2) of C°° functions with
bounded derivatives of all orders such that ^(1)=(Â0-^)_1 near supp F.
Hence #(A0—X)cpn=cpn near supp F, so that for any xeDA we have
Txvnihl

- A)x = (V

- A)T„x

= TxlXo_x)iPnx= T9x -^

x.

This implies that X0I—A is one-to-one, its range is dense (since DA is
dense), and Tx y-^iX^—A)~xy for all y in the range of X0I—A. Furthermore, {%<pn}is a bounded subset of J?0(A2), so || TX9J\ are bounded. Thus
(A0/—A)-1 is a bounded operator and X0$oiA). This proves <r(A)csupp T.
Proof of (b). We show supp F<=oiA). Let qjeS¡iR2), supp (pC\aiA)=
0. Define a map ^:(/?2\supp <p)->-@iR2)by

»t = <piX)a- X)-\

VXeR2,

for each £<£supp q>.0t is an analytic function from (/?2\supp tp) into á?(/?2).
Therefore the mapping/from
(Zv2\supp q>)into ^(A) defined by/c=F^c
is an analytic function. Furthermore the function g:piA)->-¿¡e(A) defined

by g^iU-A)-1^
A2\(o-(^)Usupp

is also analytic (cf. [9, p. 211]). If teDfr\D
<p)then

ill — A)f = (£/ — A)Tv{r-X)-i— FÇ(p(ç_A)-i
— TXvií_x)-i= Tv,
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so that/ç=gç. Hence there is an entire analytic function F:R2—>-Jif(X)
agreeing with/and g where each is defined. Now as |£„|—>-°o,the functions
xpn=cp- (ln—X)-1 converge to 0 in Si(R2). Thus TVn=FrH->0 as n->-co. By

Liouville's theorem, we conclude that £=0 in £2. If l,ep(A)^0,
then
0=Fr=gi=(Cl-A)-1Tip
so that £9=0, and we have supp Tca(A).
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